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[1] Io’s motion relative to the Jovian magnetic field generates a power of about 1012 W,
which is thought to propagate as an Alfvén wave along the magnetic field line. This power
is transmitted to the electrons, which will then precipitate and generate the observed
auroral phenomena from UV to radio wavelengths. A more detailed look at this hypothesis
shows some difficulties: Can the Alfvén waves escape the torus or are they trapped inside?
Where and how are the particles accelerated? In which direction? Is there enough
power transmitted to the particles to explain the strong brightness of the auroral emissions
in UV, IR, visible, and radio? In other words, can we make a global, consistent model
of the Io‐Jupiter interaction that matches all the observations? To answer these questions,
we review the models and studies that have been proposed so far. We show that the
Alfvén waves need to be filamented by a turbulent cascade process and accelerate the
electrons at high latitude in order to explain the observations and to form a consistent scheme
of the Io‐Jupiter interaction.
Citation: Hess, S. L. G., P. Delamere, V. Dols, B. Bonfond, and D. Swift (2010), Power transmission and particle acceleration
along the Io flux tube, J. Geophys. Res., 115, A06205, doi:10.1029/2009JA014928.
1. Introduction
[2] Io is the innermost Galilean satellite of Jupiter, orbiting
at 5.95 Jovian radii from the planet center, deep inside the
Jovian magnetosphere. It is constantly perturbed by the
gravitational perturbations induced by the other Galilean
satellites. As a result it is the most volcanically active body of
the solar system. This volcanism generates a thin ionosphere
at Io and injects ∼1 ton/s of neutral gas in the Jovian mag-
netosphere, which is then ionized and dragged by the Jovian
magnetic field, ultimately generating a dense plasma torus
orbiting in the centrifugal equator, tilted by ∼7 relative to the
jovigraphic equator in which Io orbits. Io’s latitude relative
to the torus varies with the Io magnetic longitude. Thus Io, an
electric conductor because of its ionosphere, interacts with
both the Jovian magnetic field and the plasma torus.
[3] Auroral spots have been observed in the Jovian atmo-
sphere at latitudes lower than the main auroral oval. The
brightest of these spots maps roughly to the position of the
footprint of the magnetic field line connecting Jupiter to Io
and is thus related to the Io‐Jupiter interaction. Other spots
have been related to the magnetic footprint of Europa and
Ganymede [Clarke et al., 2002].
[4] The Io‐Jupiter interaction is the archetype of mag-
netosphere‐satellite interactions and certainly the most con-
strained example of auroral phenomenon. Observations made
in wavelengths ranging fromUV to low‐frequency radio have
been providing information about the auroral emissions
occurring at both Jupiter and Io. The Io footprint was first
observed in infrared (hereafter IR) byConnerney et al. [1993]
with the NASA’s IRTF using a narrowband filter, centered
on one of the H3
+ bands near 3.4 mm. The H3
+ rotational‐
vibrational emission is the main auroral emission occurring in
IR at Jupiter. It is generated by the collision of energetic,
magnetospheric electrons with the ionosphere particles and by
Joule heating. The observations do not resolve the Io footprint
size, but they do reveal substructures (see section 2.1 and
Figure 1).
[5] Only a few observations of the visible part of the Io‐
controlled aurorae have been performed. This is due to the
fact that visible observations of the aurorae have to be per-
formed on the night side of the planet. However, Ingersoll
et al. [1998] and Vasavada et al. [1999] presented observa-
tions of the visible Io spot by the Galileo spacecraft.
[6] In the UV, the Io footprints were discovered by Clarke
et al. [1996] and Prangé et al. [1996] and are still observed
with the Hubble Space Telescope (Figure 2). Since their
discovery, many observations have been made so that the UV
emissions are now the most well‐documented. The emis-
sions are due to magnetospheric electron precipitation on
the top of the Jovian atmosphere. The electrons collide with
the ionospheric hydrogen, exciting emissions in the hydrogen
bands. The UV observations have a good angular resolution,
even if the UV spot is not fully resolved. This (relatively) high
resolution permits the observation of the footprint sub-
structures (see section 2.1). The numerous observations of the
UV spots have also led to several estimates of the radiated and
precipitated powers associated with the Io spot. These will be
discussed in section 2.2.
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[7] Radio emissions are not related to the footprint itself
but to the adjacent magnetic field lines. The Jovian radio
emissions were first detected by Burke and Franklin [1955],
and their control by the Io magnetic longitude was estab-
lished by Bigg [1964]. The decameter part of the emission
(1 to 40 MHz) is the most intense and is related to Io. The
radio frequencies correspond to the gyrofrequencies of elec-
trons along the magnetic field lines and thus are thought to
be due to the Cyclotron‐Maser Instability (CMI), as in the
terrestrial auroral emissions [Zarka, 1998; Treumann, 2006,
and references therein]. The Io‐controlled decameter emis-
sions are composed of long‐duration “arcs” and millisecond
bursts (Figure 3). Both kinds of radio emissions can be used
to determine the precipitated power and the precipitating
electron energy (see section 2.2), as well as information
about their location and the existence of substructures in the
footprint (see section 2.1).
[8] Finally, flybys of Io by the Galileo spacecraft brought
complementary information about the particle distribution in
the dense plasma torus surrounding the orbit of Io [Williams
et al., 1996, 1999; Williams and Thorne, 2003; Frank and
Paterson, 1999; Mauk et al., 2001].
[9] The physics involved in the Io‐Jupiter interaction is
well‐constrained, as both the sources (Io‐magnetosphere
interaction) and sinks (auroral precipitation) of power are
known. The transmission of the power between Io and Jupiter
is thus the main subject to be examined and is the purpose
of the present paper.
[10] In the first section we will summarize the UV and
radio observations as they relate to auroral morphology,
radiated power, and the energy of the precipitating particles.
In the following section we present the theoretical models
that have been proposed to model the Io‐Jupiter interaction:
The description(s) of the local Io‐plasma‐magnetic field
interaction (section 3), the description(s) of the power trans-
mission from the Io to Jupiter (section 4), and finally the
description(s) of the particle acceleration (section 5). From
the model comparisons and discussions we introduce a model
for the Io‐Jupiter interaction that is global and consistent.
This model involves the filamentation of the Alfvén waves
packets generated by the Io‐Jupiter interaction. In section 6
we compare the predictions of the model to the observations.
2. Jovian, Io‐Related Aurorae
2.1. Morphology of the Aurorae
[11] Most of the observations are performed on the ground
or in the Earth vicinity, in which case the angular resolution
is too low to correctly resolve the Io footprint. Nevertheless,
all observations from UV to IR show that the Io footprint
consists of a main spot (“main Alfvén wing (MAW) spot”),
secondary spots (“reflected Alfvén wing (RAW) spots”), and
a diffuse tail that has an extent of some tens of degrees
[Connerney and Satoh, 2000;Gérard et al., 2006]. Moreover
the observations, in particular the UV, tend to show that the
MAW spot has a typical radius of 100–200 km, elongated in
the longitudinal direction, which matches (at least in the lat-
itudinal direction) the size of the Io disk projected onto the
ionosphere by following the magnetic field lines, i.e., angular
size of 0.5°–0.9° on the planet [Gérard et al., 2006].
[12] The RAW spots have been observed in UV [Gérard
et al., 2006] and IR [Connerney and Satoh, 2000] (Figure 1).
When Io is near the center of the torus, IR observations
seem to show almost equidistant spots separated by 5°–6°
[Connerney and Satoh, 2000] (Figure 1). In theUV, the RAW
spots are mainly observed when Io is on the border of the
torus. In this case the first RAW spot is near the MAW spot,
ultimately merging with it, whereas the second spot is shifted
by ∼12° in longitude. These spots are commonly interpreted
as Alfvén wave reflections in the torus [Neubauer, 1980].
[13] A third class of spot has been observed inUV,which in
the present paper will be called “transhemispheric electron
beam spot” (TEB spot), following Bonfond et al. [2009]. It is
sometimes called a precursor, but because it can trail the
MAW spot, this name is inappropriate. A detailed description
of the characteristics of this spot can be found in the work of
Bonfond et al. [2008]. The brightest TEB spot has a longi-
tudinal shift relative to the MAW spot that varies from about
−2.5° to +2.5°. The fact that this spot could precede theMAW
spot implies that it cannot be due to Alfvén wave reflection.
Other spots shifted by multiples of ∼5° may exist but are not
detected yet.
[14] The decameter long‐duration emissions are due to
energetic electrons emitting along an “active” magnetic field
Figure 1. Observation of the IR aurorae of Jupiter; the
bright spots result from the Io‐Jupiter interaction. Secondary
(RAW) spots appear to be spaced by 5° in longitude.
Adapted from Connerney and Satoh [2000].
Figure 2. Observation of the UV aurorae of Jupiter. The
bright spot with an elongated tail results from the Io‐Jupiter
interaction.
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line [Lecacheux et al., 1998; Queinnec and Zarka, 1998;
Hess et al., 2008]; they have an average lead angle of a
few tens of degrees with respect to Io longitude [Queinnec
and Zarka, 1998; Hess et al., 2008]. Owing to the localized
emission and the strongly anisotropic pattern of the radio
beaming, the Io‐controlled radio emissions appear arc‐shaped
in the time‐frequency plane. Several succesive arcsmay appear
during the observations. Their separation has been interpreted
as due to several active field lines separated by ∼5°. This value
has been confirmed by Hess et al. [2010], who have modeled
the radio emission and compared it to the observations.
[15] Figure 4 shows a summary of the locations of the
Jovian auroral spots in radio, IR, and UV, and their relation to
the trajectory of the Alfvén wave generating them (in green)
as proposed by Gurnett and Goertz [1981]. Figure 4 also
shows the locations of the acceleration regions and of the
resulting electron beams, which are discussed in the present
paper. In the following sections we will present only the
observations about the brightness of the electron beams and
the related powers of the MAW spot emissions.
2.2. Auroral Power and Precipitating Particle Energy
[16] A summary of the values of the radiated and precipi-
tated powers found in the literature is shown by Table 1.
2.2.1. On the Spot: From UV to IR
[17] The best determination of the power involved in the
auroral emissions has been made in UV. The UV aurorae on
Jupiter, as on others planets, are due to the precipitation of
energetic particles from the magnetosphere into the planetary
ionosphere. In the case of the Io‐induced emissions, these
particles are mainly electrons. The relation between power
and brightness is difficult to obtain and depends on models
of the collision of the precipitating electrons with the iono-
spheric particles. Thus the energy of the precipitating elec-
trons is an important variable.
[18] For low‐energy electrons the collisions occur at the
top of the ionosphere, whereas for those with higher energies
the collisions occur at lower altitudes. The emissions due to
high‐energy electrons have to travel a longer path length
through the Jovian ionosphere, with the result that their
spectra may present observable absorption lines, whereas
emissions due to lower‐energy electrons may not. The main
absorption lines used to deduce the electron energy are the
CH4 lines, which are easily observable. The intensity of
the absorption by CH4 is usually measured by the color ratio
of the spectra [Yung et al., 1982; Gérard et al., 2002, and
references therein]. To relate the color ratio to the altitude of
the emissions and then to the electron energies, a model of
the atmosphere in the auroral region is needed. Such models
are difficult to establish since there are very few observations
to constrain them. In particular, concentration of minor
species such as CH4 is uncertain. However, using realistic
assumptions for the atmospheric model, relations between
the color ratio of the UV emissions, altitude, and particle
energy have been made [Dols et al., 2000; Gérard et al.,
2002]. Note that the color ratio is almost the same in the
spots and in the tail. Thus the altitude and the related electron
energy of the emissions must be comparable for both regions.
[19] Color ratios have long been used to determine the
electron energies involved in the Jovian aurorae [Clarke et al.,
1996, 1998; Prangé et al., 1996, 1998; Dols et al., 2000;
Gérard et al., 2002]. A mean value of a few tens of keV has
been found for the precipitating electron energy. However,
Bonfond et al. [2009] have proposed a more direct method to
measure the altitude of the emissions. This method requires
observations of Io’s tail when it passes across the limb plane,
providing a measurement of the maximum altitude of the
emissions relative to the disk edge. Results of this method are
not dependent on models and assumptions. These direct mea-
surements have shown that the tail emission occurs ∼900 km
above the 1 bar level, almost four times higher than predicted
by the atmospheric models. Bonfond et al. [2009] showed
that reaching this altitude requires the mean electron energy
to be around 1 keV, in a Kappa (K = 2.3) distribution, and
at a temperature of 100 eV. Since the color ratio is almost the
same for the spots and the tail, we infer that these results
apply to the MAW spot too.
Figure 3. Observations of the radio emission of Jupiter related to Io. (a) Long‐duration arc. (b) Millisecond
bursts. Adapted from Hess [2008].
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[20] From the UV observations, the required power of the
electron precipitation varies from ∼33 mW/m2 in the MAW
spot to ∼6 mW/m2 in the tail [Gérard et al., 2002], while the
mean electron energy remains almost constant. When inte-
grating this value on theMAW spot (approximated by a circle
with a radius of 100–200 km), we obtain a mandatory energy
flux of the precipitating electrons of a few 109W. Taking into
account experimental uncertainties, the total power of the
MAW spot emission can estimated to be from ∼108 to a few
109 W. Most observations are consistent with a total emitted
flux on the order of or larger than 109 W. In former studies,
the low angular resolution of the UV observations indicated
that Io’s MAW spot could have a 1000 km radius, leading
to values of ∼1010 W emitted and ∼1011 W precipitated
[Clarke et al., 1996]. However, when integrating over all
spots and the tail, the total precipitated power is ∼1011 W in
the UV. This integrated value is consistent with the IR esti-
mations [Satoh and Connerney, 1999].
[21] The power of the visible emissions has been observed
to be ∼108 W [Ingersoll et al., 1998; Vasavada et al., 1999].
Although no estimation by IR of the power of the MAW spot
alone has been made, tt is thought to be of the same order as
UV estimates.
2.2.2. Observations of the Radio Emissions
[22] The long‐duration radio arc shape is thought to be a
consequence of the effects of the strongly anisotropic beam-
Table 1. Summary of the Powers Emitted in Different Wavelength Ranges and the Corresponding Precipitated Power for the Main Spot
Only and for the Whole Io‐Controlled Emissions
Wavelength Range Main Spot Emitted Power Main Spot Precipitated Power Spots + Tail Precipitated Power Electron Motion
UV ∼109 W few 109– few 1010 W ∼1011 W planetward
IR ?a ?a ∼1011 W planetward
Visible 108 W ? ? planetward
Radio 109–1010 W ∼1010 W 1010–1011 W antiplanetward
Beams not relevant ∼1010 W ? antiplanetward
Total ∼1010 W few 1010 W few 1011 W
aIR powers for the main spot are generally thought to be comparable to the UV ones.
Figure 4. Sketch summarizing our interpretation of the Io‐Jupiter interaction in the filamentary Alvén
wave model. Green lines indicate the currents carried by Alfvén waves, whereas the red to purplish lines
stand for the currents carried by particles. The associated emissions in UV, IR, and radio in the Jovian
northern and southern hemispheres are shown on the top and on the bottom of the sketch, respectively.
Question marks indicate emissions not observed or not confirmed or (for the northern radio arcs) location
of emission unknown. In addition, the location of Galileo during the energetic electron beams observation
in Io’s wake is indicated by the spacecraft picture.
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ing pattern of the radio emissions. The CMI theory states that
the emission pattern is a hollow cone with width ∼1°. The
geometry of the observation plays an important role; in par-
ticular, the lead angle between the instantaneous Io magnetic
field line and the emitting field line strongly affects the arc
shape. Moreover, Hess et al. [2008] have shown that the arc
shape can be well reproduced by assuming an emission for
which the beaming pattern varies with frequency and is
dependent on the particle velocity. The energy of the emitting
electrons has been deduced to be a few keV from the time‐
frequency shape of the decameter emissions [Hess et al.,
2010].
[23] On the other hand, the drift in frequency of the short
bursts can be related to the motion of the emitting electrons
along themagnetic field lines (since the emission frequency is
related to the magnetic field intensity). Measuring the drift
rate thus permits a measurement of the velocity of the elec-
trons parallel to the magnetic field lines. The variation with
frequency shows that the electrons are in adiabatic motion,
except in localized ranges in which electric potential struc-
tures may exist [Hess et al., 2007a]. From the parallel velocity
profile versus frequency it is possible to deduce that the total
energy of the particles is 2–5 keV [Zarka et al., 1996; Hess
et al., 2007a, 2009b]. This value is consistent with the fit of
the long‐duration arcs and with the value obtained from UV
observations.
[24] The power emitted in radio has been found to vary
from 3 × 109 W to 3 × 1010 W [Queinnec and Zarka, 2001].
The energy flux of the precipitating particles needed to
obtain these values is hard to determine because the effi-
ciency of the CMI (at the origin of the emission) depends on
the electron distribution. A good estimate of this efficiency
varies from a few percent (for a loss cone distribution) to
nearly 50% (for a ring or a shell distribution) [Pritchett et al.,
2002]. From simulations and observations, Hess et al.
[2007a, 2007b] deduced that the radio emission should be
due to quasi‐monoenergetic electrons, leading to a ring‐like
distribution with an efficiency of nearly 50% and requiring
an energy flux of the precipitating electrons of few 1010 W.
2.2.3. Particle Measurements
[25] Bidirectional electron beams aligned with the magnetic
field were discovered in the wake of Io during the J0 Galileo
flyby in 1995.Williams et al. [1996] reported observations of
these beams between 15 and 150 keV, using EPD on board
Galileo. Frank and Paterson [1999], using the PLS instru-
ment on board the spacecraft, reported the detection on the
same flyby of lower‐energy electron beams between 100 eV
and 10 keV. Mauk et al. [2001] combined the lower‐energy
and high‐energy beams measurements to provide a full dis-
tribution function and particle flux. Both lower‐energy elec-
tron beams were also detected above Io’s poles and along its
flanks during the Galileo flybys of the satellite (B. Paterson,
private communication, 2009) [Williams and Thorne, 2003].
As the low‐energy beams were detected in the wake, over the
poles, and along the flank of Io, the spatial distribution can
be estimated to cover roughly the whole cross section of Io
∼1013 m2, although as the wake observations suggest, the
beams location is probably slightly downstream of Io and
slightly larger.
[26] Frank and Paterson [1999] reported lower‐energy
electron beams (between 100 eV and 10 keV) parallel to the
magnetic field lines and displaying a smooth peak at ∼350 eV.
The published energy flux integrated on a 20° half‐opening
cone is ∼2 mW/m2 sr−1 in both directions. If we follow
Williams et al. [1999] and assume that beams are confined
in a 6° opening cone (0.034 sr), then the specific energy flux
∼60 mW/m2 sr−1.
[27] We compute the total precipitated power at Jupiter by
taking into account only the low‐energy electron fluxes,
which are much larger than the high‐energy electron fluxes.
The energy flux at Io, projected onto Jupiter with a mirror
ratio equal to 400 would be 800 mW/m2 and the total power
precipitated on a circular spot with a radius of 100 km
would be 2.4 × 1010 W.
[28] These upper limits of the electron energy fluxes at
Jupiter and of the total power in the field‐aligned beams are
comfortably above the power deduced from the UV auroral
emissions in the MAW spot (a few tens of mW/m2 of pre-
cipitated electrons and a total power of ∼109 W).
[29] An estimation of the portion of the beams in a 3 loss
cone, based on a 6 half‐width of a gaussian distribution in
pitch angle [Williams et al., 1999, Figure 8], would reduce
the energy flux of the precipitated electrons to 30% of their
maximum value, still well above the constraints deduced
from UV observation.
[30] Potentially, some part of the beams observed at Io
might be the transhemispheric beams generating the TEB
spots. Bonfond et al. [2008] addressed the energy comparison
of the beams and the leading spot emission. Their conclusion
is that the power of the beams is sufficient for generating
TEB spot.
3. Local Interaction
3.1. Electric Field Generation Across Io
[31] Special relativity states that an electric field (E) exists
in a reference frame in which the background magnetic
field (B) moves with a velocity dv:
E ¼ dv B ð1Þ
The effect of this field on charged particles initially at rest
in this reference frame results in a drift of the particles at the
velocity of the magnetic field.
[32] This effect is relevant for describing a plasma that can
freely follow the magnetic field line motion, such as the Io
plasma torus far from the satellite. With respect to Io, the
corotating plasma has a velocity of vIo = 57 km.
[33] In the ideal case of a laminar, almost unperturbed,
flow of plasma, the electric field (EIo) is localized across
the Io disk and is determined from equation (1) with dv = vIo.
Assuming an average value for B of 2 mT, the electric field
across Io is approximately 0.01 V/m.
[34] However, this is a simplified model of the Io‐Jupiter
interaction. A more complete description of the flow of
plasma around Io and its atmosphere must include mass
loading due to charge exchange and ionization. An electric
field is generated in the perturbed plasma until the iono-
spheric plasma is accelerated to corotation (equation (1))
[Saur et al., 1999, 2002a; Saur, 2004; Delamere et al., 2003;
Dols et al., 2008].
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3.2. Current Generation
[35] The electric field induces a current (J) through Io. The
induced current creates a perturbation of the magnetic field,
resulting in a deformation of the magnetic field lines. This
perturbation of the magnetic field lines can be modeled by
an Alfvén wave packet, which will carry the current gen-







where r is the plasma density. The integrated current carried
by the Alfvén waves can be obtained from the Ohm voltage‐
current relation [Neubauer, 1980; Goertz, 1983; Saur, 2004].
For each hemisphere the current is given by:
J ¼ 2EIoRIoSA  1MA ð3Þ
This value of the electrical current is consistent with those
deduced from the measurements of Voyager 1 [Acuna et al.,
1981]. This relation neglects the finite conductance of the
rest of the current circuit, even if the Alfvén wave‐driven
current is thought to close partly along the field lines and
partly in the Jovian ionosphere. A more accurate description
has been proposed by Saur [2004] to describe the current
circuit.
[36] Such a relation involves the conductance integrated
along the whole circuit and is mostly relevant in the case
of a steady state current system. Because the information
concerning the conductance value in the Jovian ionosphere,
for example, takes more than several minutes to reach the Io
orbit, this model may be more appropriate to describe the
current circuit in the Io’s wake. Numerical computations and
magnetic perturbation measurements [Kivelson et al., 1996;
Gurnett et al., 1996] show that the integrated conductance is
mostly limited by the low conductance in the neighborhood
of Io; thus, computing the current by using equation (3) or the
Saur [2004] model gives similar results.
3.3. Power Generated at Io
[37] Since we know both the voltage across Io and the
current it generates, we are able to compute the power radi-
ated as Alfvén waves by the Io‐Jupiter interaction:
P ¼ 4E2IoR2IoSA  1012W ð4Þ
The computation of the power gives values of about 1012 W,
which depend on magnetic field intensity (Figure 5a) and the
plasma density (which varies with the distance of Io relative
to the torus center) (Figure 5b). The longitudinal dependence
of the power is shown in Figure 5c. The power varies by a
factor of two between its maxima and its minima. The
maxima correspond to the longitudes at which Io is in the
center of the torus (high‐density r), whereas its minima occur
when Io is on the borders of the torus (low density).
4. Power Transmission
4.1. Alfvén Wave Propagation
[38] The Alfvén waves propagate at the Alfvén velocity,




When Io is in the middle of the torus, i.e., for r ’
2000 mi cm
−3, where mi the ion mass [Bagenal, 1994;
Moncuquet et al., 2002], the Alfvén velocity is ∼200 km/s.
As thewave propagates out of the torus, the density r decreases
and the magnetic field B increases. Thus the wave velocity
increases. At the edge of the torus the density is low enough
for the Alfvén velocity to reach the speed of light, and a rel-




[39] The computation of the Alfvén velocity through the
torus shows that it takes several minutes for the wave to
escape the torus, and the trajectory of the Alfvénic pertur-
bation in Io’s frame appears oblique relative to the back-
ground magnetic field direction, generating a pattern called
Alfvén wings. Out of the torus, the Alfvén waves propagate
along the magnetic field lines at nearly the speed of light,
carrying the current generated at Io to the Jovian ionosphere.







Figure 5. (a) Magnetic field at Io versus Io’s longitude
(VIP4 magnetic model [Connerney et al., 1998]). (b) Posi-
tion of the centrifugal equator relative to Io’s orbit versus
Io’s longitude (solid lines). The dashed lines stand for one
torus height scale (1 RJ). (c) Power of the Io‐Jupiter inter-
action versus Io’s longitude. Adapted from Hess [2008].
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where k? is the perpendicular component of the wave
vector k, rs is the ion acoustic gyroradius (kinetic term), and
le (= c/wpe) is the electron inertial length (inertial term).
[40] As the wave phase velocity changes, the refractive
index of the plasma changes too. This implies partial reflec-
tion of the Alfvén waves. The two main index gradients are
located at the edges of the torus and at the Jovian ionospheric
boundaries. The reflection coefficient depends on the index
variation, i.e., on the wave phase speed variation. Numer-
ical simulations give a power transmission coefficient, for
wavelengths on the order of Io’s diameter, of ∼20–25%
[Wright, 1987; Delamere et al., 2003] from Io to the Jovian
ionospheric boundary. As the reflection coefficient on the
torus boundary is high, the reflected Alfvén wave model,
which explains the presence of multiple spots, seems valid
if we set apart the TEBs. However, such a high reflection
is an issue regarding the power constraint, since ∼80% of
the wave power is trapped in the torus. We showed in the
previous section that several percent of the wave power
must be transferred to the particles. Thus, for wavelengths
of Io’s scale, the particles must be accelerated in the torus,
or the acceleration process must have several tens of percents
of efficiency. Another solution is to consider wavelengths
that are less reflected.
4.2. Transmission Coefficients
4.2.1. Dependence on kk
[41] The reflection coefficient (in amplitude) of a wave
propagating in an index gradient is obtained from the nec-
essary continuity of both the electric and magnetic fields
along the wave trajectory and is given by
Ra ¼ d ln n2dx dx ð8Þ
The transmission coefficient is obtained through conserva-
tion of energy. Thus the reflection and transmission coeffi-
cient in energy must be computed. The reflection coefficient
in energy is obtained by squaring Ra. However, one must
be careful about the ratio between the wavelength lk and the
scale of the index gradient L. For discontinuities (L  lk)
the reflection coefficient in energy is
R;D ¼ n1  n2n1 þ n2
 2
ð9Þ
In the case of the Io flux tube, the reflection coefficient
between the center and the edge of the torus would then be











with dx → 0. As we see, the two asymptotic expressions of
the reflection coefficient give opposite results. In the Io
flux tube case, the parallel wavelengths corresponding to
the Io size do not match any of these approximations. Thus
we need to find an expression of the reflection coefficient
that works for all lk/L ratios.
[42] The wavelength acts on the energy reflection coeffi-
cient because the energy of a wave is not defined on a scale
smaller than its wavelength. Therefore the energy reflection



















tends toward a Dirac distribution and we retrieve the





2 and we retrieve the WKB expression of
the energy reflection coefficient.
[43] This energy reflection coefficient is computed on a
discontinuous space (since it is defined on a wavelength).
















If we assume a constant d ln n2dx
 
gradient in the transition









; k < L ð13Þ
Z
TRð Þ
R ¼ n1  n2n1 þ n2
 2
; k > L ð14Þ
This matches the MHD simulations of Wright [1987], which
show that the reflection coefficient is high (almost 1) and
constant for wavelengths larger than the torus height scale
but decreases toward 0 for smaller wavelengths.
4.2.2. Dependence on k?
[44] In the previous section we computed the dependence
of the transmission on kk and on the index gradient, but we
did not express the index gradient itself. For an Alfvén wave,
the index variable is n = v,a/c; the amplitude reflection
coefficient is then
R ¼ d ln v;a
dx
dx ð15Þ
where the phase velocity is given by equation (7). In the









   ð16Þ
where n is the plasma density, mi is the ion mass, me is the
electron mass, and cs is the speed of sound in plasma. As the
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increases abruptly, as the magnetic field B increases and the
density n decreases. In the meantime, the kinetic term micseB
decreases, whereas the inertial term cme0ne2 increases. Thus, the
kinetic and inertial terms diminish the increase of phase
velocity and its reflection. This effect is controlled by the
value of the perpendicular wave number k?. In theMHD limit
(l?  rs,le) this correction is null. In the small scale limit




c2s ¼ const: ð17Þ
However, when the group velocity reaches the velocity of
light, the relativistic correction leads to a phase velocity that
varies along the magnetic field lines. From the expression of
the phase velocity one can deduce that the transmission
coefficient is almost 1 at the small scales (l? < rs, le) can be
low at large scales (l? > rs, le). Figure 7 shows the trans-
mission coefficient of the energy as a function of distance
from the torus center and of different wavelengths. Shorter
wavelengths are less reflected, thus allowing high‐latitude
acceleration.
4.3. Inertial Alfvén Waves: Observations and Origins
[45] Magnetic field perturbations, appearing as Alfvén
waves, with scales much shorter than the Io’s radius have
been observed in the Io’s plasma torus by the Galileo probe
[Chust et al., 2005]. Such filamented waves have been
observed by numerous spacecraft in various locations in the
terrestrial magnetosphere [Louarn et al., 1994; Stasiewicz
et al., 1997; Alexandrova et al., 2004; Chaston et al.,
2005]. As pointed out by Wright [1987], these smaller scales
may be able to escape the torus.
[46] The filamentary Alfvén waves are thought to be gen-
erated by turbulent filamentation of long‐scale Alfvén waves
over density gradients or density perturbations [Champeaux
et al., 1997, 1998; Shukla and Stenflo, 2000; Shukla and
Sharma, 2002; Sharma et al., 2008a]. This may happen on
the border of the torus, where the density gradient is maxi-
mum. Moreover, Io generates a density perturbation by itself
in the form of slow MHD modes, which have been observed
in simulations of the Io‐Jupiter interaction by Jacobsen
et al. [2007]. They may participate in the generation of
smaller‐scale Alfvén waves.
[47] As pointed out by many authors [Sharma et al.,
2008a, and references therein], the result of filamentation
of Alfvén waves on a density gradient (i.e., on the torus
border) is a power law distribution of the Alfvén wave-
lengths. The spectral index is found to be  53 by numerical
simulations [Sharma et al., 2008a]. However, in a later paper
Sharma et al. [2008b] showed that these values can be
slightly modified when nonlinear processes such as Joule
heating are taken into account. Moreover the authors showed
that for low‐b plasma the spectral indexes are not the same
when parallel or perpendicular to the background magnetic
field. This has been theorized by Galtier et al. [2000] and
Galtier [2009] and observed by Saur et al. [2002b]. The
spectral indices in the Io torus case should then be ∼−2 per-
pendicular to the magnetic field and ∼ 53 parallel to the
magnetic field. In the following we will approximate the
Alfvén wave power spectra by using a Kolmogorov spectrum
(k
5
3), both parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field;
and a k−2 spectrum, both parallel and perpendicular to the
magnetic field, the actual distribution at Io falling between
these two modeled distributions. Modeling of filamentation
in the Io torus is beyond the scope of this paper.
4.4. Power Transmission Along the Flux Tube
[48] For long‐scale Alfvén waves the wavelength is large
and the refraction is high, but because the filamented waves
have shorter wavelengths, their reflection coefficient is lower.
To determine the importance of wavelength on the physics
of the Io‐Jupiter interaction, we compute the transmitted
power as a function of the wavelength of the Alfvén waves.
As the exact distribution is unknown, we will make the
computations for three distributions:
[49] 1. The first distribution is the unfilamented waves
(long‐scale Alfvén waves). At the time of the interaction with
Io the Alfvén wave is a wave packet whose wave number
peaks at k0 = p/RIo. Assuming a Gaussian‐shaped wave
packet, of width approximately 2RIo, the distribution is
given by:
f0 kð Þ / exp kk0ð Þ
2= 2k20ð Þ ð18Þ
[50] 2. The second distribution is the filamented waves
obtained through a turbulent cascade, which presents a power
law spectrum between the energy injection scale k0 = p/RIo
and the dissipation scale ki = wpi/c:
f1 kð Þ / exp kk0ð Þ
2= 2k20ð Þ k < k0
f1 kð Þ / k k0 > k > k1 ;  ¼ 2; 53
f1 kð Þ / exp kkið Þ
2= 2k20ð Þ k > ki
ð19Þ
[51] 3. The third distribution is the secondary short‐scale
distribution due to the filamentation of the long‐scale Alfvén
wave by the compressional modes. These modes have a
typical wave number ki = wpi/c, and the distribution can thus
be written
f2 kð Þ / exp kkið Þ
2= 2k20ð Þ ð20Þ
A realistic distribution can be approximated, including some
energy dissipation , as follows:
f kð Þ ¼ 0 f0 kð Þ þ 1 f1 kð Þ þ 2 f2 kð Þ ð21Þ
1  ¼ 0 þ 1 þ 2 ð22Þ
[52] The transmission coefficient for each of these dis-
tributions is calculated using the equations developed in
section 4.2, the density profile shown in Figure 6, and a
magnetic field given by the VIP4 model [Connerney et al.,
1998] for a magnetic field line longitude of 180 at the equa-
tor. Figure 7 shows the power transmission as a function of
the wavelength for different distances (along the magnetic
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field lines) from the torus. The waves with parallel wave-
lengths on the order of or larger than the Io radius are almost
completely reflected. The perpendicular wavelength plays a
less important role, even though smaller wavelengths are
slightly less reflected than larger wavelengths.
[53] We are interested in the results at 6 RJ from the torus
center (1 RJ above the Jovian ionosphere). We computed for
each of the three previously defined distributions the total
power reaching this altitude: for the long‐scale distribution
( f1) the power transmitted to the acceleration region is
∼17% (consistent with the previous estimations [Wright,
1987]), for the filamented distribution ( f2) the transmission
is between ∼45% (when a = 2) and ∼50% (when a = 5/3) and
for the short‐scale distribution ( f3) the torus is almost trans-
parent, ∼90% of the power reaching the acceleration region.
We see from our computations that significant transmission
Figure 6. Density profile along the magnetic field line used in the present study. The distance along the
field lines is defined from the top of the Jovian ionosphere. Io orbits at 7 RJ. Approximated from torus
models [Bagenal, 1994; Moncuquet et al., 2002] and simulations [Su et al., 2003].
Figure 7. Power carried by the Alfvén waves transmitted at two distances (s) from the torus center ver-
sus the parallel and perpendicular wavelengths: (a) s = 2 RJ, just outside the torus; (b) s = 6 RJ, near the
acceleration region. The wavelengths vary from 20 RIo to 10
−5 RIo. The long (≳RIo) parallel wave-
lengths are almost completely reflected. The vertical axes correspond to the (dimensionless) transmis-
sion coefficient.
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is possible for filamented waves, although a nonnegligible
part of the waves is reflected.
5. Particle Acceleration
5.1. Particle Acceleration by Long‐Scale Alfvén Wave
in the Torus
[54] The parallel electric field emerges from the difference
between the wave group velocity and the phase velocity
(equation (7)). The complete expression of the parallel elec-
tric field associated to both the kinetic and the inertial terms
are given by Lysak and Song [2003]. The acceleration due
to kinetic terms has been computed by Das and Ip [1992],
whereas the computations of the electron acceleration made
byCrary [1997] were made using the inertial correction only.
In this latter case the parallel electric field associated with the
Alfvén wave dEk can be approximated by Hess et al. [2007b;
Lysak and Song, 2003] as follows:
Ek ’ !ak?2eB ð23Þ
where wa is the Alfvén gyrofrequency and dB is the magnetic
field perturbation associated with the wave. The computation
of the energies acquired by the particles in the torus [Crary,
1997] was made under the assumption that the mechanism
of energy transfer between the wave and the particle was a
wave‐particle collision, that is, by assuming that the elec-
trons see the wave as a potential wall with which they collide,
thus acquiring kinetic energy [Kletzing, 1994]. Crary [1997]
computed the collision rate and the energy exchange between
the wave and the particles, obtaining a theoretical distribution
of the particles outside the torus. This distribution is bimodal
with a first maximum around 700 eV and a second one around
400 keV. The mean energy is about 75 keV.
[55] As these particles propagate along the magnetic field
lines, their parallel velocity decreases and is transferred to
their perpendicular velocity due to the adiabatic motion of
the particles in the converging magnetic field. However,
because their velocity near the torus is almost purely parallel,
only the most energetic particles can reach the Jovian iono-
sphere before their parallel velocity goes to zero. Thus a
sufficient flux of particles must reach the Jovian ionosphere
to produce the auroral spots. At lower energy, a sufficient
number of particles must be reflected by magnetic mirroring
to be able to produce the radio emissions. Thus the Crary
[1997] model seems to explain accurately the Io‐Jupiter
interaction observations.
[56] However, there are some issues with these models.
They include only the inertial term [Crary, 1997] or the
kinetic term [Das and Ip, 1992] in the Alfvén wave dis-
persion but not both. As shown by equation (7), the kinetic
and inertial term have opposite effects on the wave phase
velocity and can balance each other, making the phase
velocity equal to the group velocity. The parallel electric field
associated with the Alfvén wave is a consequence of the
difference between the phase and group velocities; taking into
account both the kinetic and the inertial effects may decrease
the efficiency of the acceleration process proposed by Crary
[1997] and Das and Ip [1992]. Taking both the kinetic and
inertial term into account, Jones and Su [2008] showed that
the parallel electric field in the torus is negligible (0.01 mV/m
at the maximum); they also showed that the kinetic effects
dominate slightly in the torus and vanish outside, whereas
the inertial effects become strong at high latitudes. Thus the
mechanisms proposed by Crary [1997] and Das and Ip
[1992] cannot generate a significant acceleration near the
torus necessary to power the auroral emissions.
5.2. Particle Acceleration at High Latitudes
5.2.1. Acceleration Process
[57] The high‐latitude parallel electric field, being attribut-
able to the inertial term, can be approximated by equation (23)
[Lysak and Song, 2003], where the perpendicular scale is
proportional to the flux tube section (k? / B1/2). The accel-
eration of the particles depends on the perpendicular scale of
the Alfvén waves; that is, smaller wavelengths result in
stronger acceleration. The parallel electric field profiles for
the inertial Alfvén waves peak between ∼0.5 and ∼1.5 RJ in
altitude from the Jovian ionosphere [Lysak and Song, 2003;
Jones and Su, 2008; Hess et al., 2007b] (Figure 8). This
wide range of values may be explained by the choice of the
planetary magnetic field model and of the ionospheric
density model. The lower altitudes are obtained for a dipolar
approximation of the Jovian electric field and a cold iono-
spheric plasma population [Lysak and Song, 2003; Jones
and Su, 2008], whereas using a more detailed model of
the magnetic field (the VIP4 model of [Connerney et al.,
1998]) and an ionospheric plasma heated by the auroral
activity (consistent with the results of Su et al. [2003]) gives
higher altitudes [Hess et al., 2007b]. In the present paper we
use a parallel electric field profile consistent with that of
Hess et al. [2007b] (Figure 8).
[58] Acceleration by inertial Alfvén waves at high latitude
has been observed on Earth [Chaston et al., 2000, 2002, 2005,
2007a, 2007b; Andersson and Ergun, 2006]. Recently, Su
et al. [2008] related the terrestrial millisecond radio bursts
to electron acceleration by Alfvén waves above the auroral
regions. From the terrestrial example some have postulated
that at least part of the electron acceleration is due to such
high‐latitude acceleration [Su et al., 2006;Ergun et al., 2006].
[59] Many processes proposed to model this acceleration
involve the resonance of the inertial Alfvén waves with the
electrons in the auroral regions [Chen et al., 2005; Watt and
Rankin, 2008]. However, the situation is quite different at
Jupiter. At the acceleration altitudes, the Alfvén phase
velocity is much larger than the particle velocities (up to a
few percent of the speed of light) for most of the wave-
lengths and thus can not accelerate the electrons through
some resonant interaction except for small perpendicular
wavelengths (<0.001 RJ), which are not expected to provide a
large part of the electron acceleration.
[60] Electron acceleration by Alfvén waves on Jupiter
occurs because of the localization of the parallel electric
field. Electrons can be accelerated where the parallel electric
field is strong, escapes the strong parallel electric field
region before the wave phase changes, and then is only
weakly decelerated. This acceleration process assumes that
the electrons are fast enough to escape the strong parallel
electric field region before the reversal of the wave phase. If
such were not the case, the electrons would be successively
accelerated and decelerated with no resulting acceleration.
For this reason, the electron distribution obtained from the
acceleration by inertial Alfvén waves has an almost unper-
turbed core and an extended tail in the parallel direction.
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Because the acceleration process is not dependent on the
direction of propagation of the Alfvén wave, it can accelerate
both toward Jupiter and in the opposite direction. This is
well illustrated by Figures 9a and 9b, which show the simu-
lated trajectories and the energies of several electrons (see
next section for simulation details).
5.2.2. Accelerated Distributions
[61] The exact shape of the distribution may not be
computed analytically, but it can be computed numerically.
This has been done in two different ways by hybrid simu-
lations using the Swift [2007] code and the work by Hess
et al. [2007b]. The resulting distributions are shown in
Figure 10.
[62] Swift [2007] used a hybrid numerical code to simulate
the acceleration of the electron by an inertial Alfvén wave in
the terrestrial auroral region. The parallel electric field profile
in the simulation was similar to Jupiter’s. We used the same
numerical code to simulate the Io‐Jupiter interaction. The
electron population is assumed to consist of a hot magneto-
spheric component (temperature of 50 eV) and a cold, much
denser ionospheric component. The assumed density of the
hot component is given by
nH ¼ nH ;0 tan h z=ð Þ ð24Þ
where nH;0 = 1 cm
−3, l = 4000 km, and z is the altitude above
Jupiter, starting at the limit of its ionosphere, which is
assumed to be parallel to the magnetic field. The cold com-
ponent is assumed to vary as
nC ¼ nC;0 exp z=Hð Þ ð25Þ
where nC;0 = 210
5 cm−3 and H = 1142 km. The electrons are
strongly magnetized, so their only motion is parallel to the
magnetic field direction. The ions are taken to be a nearly
stationary fluid, which carries only a polarization current
perpendicular to the magnetic field. A major difference
between this model and the Swift [2007] simulation is that in
this model, the densities are so low and the magnetic field is
so strong that the nominal Alfvén velocity greatly exceeds the
velocity of light. This necessitates the inclusion of the dis-
placement current in the formulation of the model. The only















where  is the electrostatic potential of the wave, and Ak is the
parallel component of the magnetic vector potential. Here h2
is a scale factor given by
h2 ¼ zþ RJRJ
 1:5
ð27Þ
Figure 8. Parallel electric field associated with the Alfvén wave as a function of the altitude above the
Jovian ionosphere. Bold line is adapted from Jones and Su [2008]; thin line is the one used in our study.
The difference comes from the magnetic field model (Jones and Su [2008] used a dipolar field, whereas
we used the VIP4 model for a magnetic field line longitude of 180 at the equator) and from the density
profile (Jones and Su [2008] assumed a cold ionosphere, whereas we assumed a heated one, consistent
with simulations by Su et al. [2003]). We assumed a magnetic perturbation with an amplitude of 10 nT
and a perpendicular scale of 200 km at the equator.
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which takes into account the expansion of the magnetic flux
tube in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the simula-
tion. Because the scale factor perpendicular to the magnetic
field in the plane of the simulation is the same, the flux tube
cross section increases as the cube of the Joviocentric distance.
[63] The simulation domain extends from the top of the
atmosphere to an altitude of 200,000 km. The high‐density
plasma torus is not included in the simulation. The spatially
narrow Alfvén wave pulse is launched by applying a vari-
able potential with a peak amplitude of ±200 V at the top of
the simulation domain. The electron velocity distribution in
the top boundary layer is biased to give a current consistent
with a downward propagating Alfvén wave as described by
Swift [2007]. With the bipolar excitation, the electric field of
the incident and reflected waves reinforce each other to
produce stronger electron acceleration.
[64] The resulting distribution is a Kappa‐like function
(the distribution tail is a power law) in the parallel direction
(Figures 10a–10c). The average electron energy is a few
keV both in Jupiter’s direction and in the antiplanetward
direction (Figure 10b). As the perpendicular scale of the
wave decreases, the mean energy of the accelerated particles
increases and the number of trapped particles decreases. This
is due to the dependence of the parallel electric field on the
Alfvén wave perpendicular scale expressed by equation (23).
As an obvious consequence the filamented waves are expected
to provide a more efficient electron acceleration than the
long‐scale waves. Figure 9 shows the trajectories and the
evolution of the kinetic energies of four particles in the sim-
ulation. The particles acquire few keV in a very small region,
located at an altitude of ∼0.3 RJ above the Jovian ionosphere.
This altitude corresponds roughly to the location of the
parallel electric field peak in the simulation becausethe Swift
[2007] hybrid code uses a dipolar field and cold ionospheric
plasma assumption.
[65] Hess et al. [2007b] simulated the distribution of elec-
trons along the Io‐Jupiter magnetic field lines, assuming an
acceleration by a monochromatic inertial Alfvén wave with
an amplitude of ∼100 nT, which is much more that what one
can expect for such a wave obtained from a filamentation
process. However, such a monochromatic wave of large
amplitude may be generated by the combination of a wave-
length filtering by an ionospheric resonator [Su et al., 2006]
and an amplification by ionospheric feedback [Lysak and
Song, 2003]. Because the wave amplitude is large, most of
the electrons are strongly accelerated and few are trapped.
Thus the resulting distribution is a beam distribution and not
a Kappa‐like distribution (Figure 10d). The authors located
the acceleration region around 0.8–0.9 RJ which corre-
sponds to the location of the parallel electric field gradient in
their simulation. By computing analytically the growth rate of
the radio waves,Hess et al. [2007b] showed that such a wave
may generate the Jovian millisecond radio bursts.
5.2.3. Acceleration Efficiency
[66] Although the exact shape of the distribution of the
accelerated electrons cannot be computed analytically, the
power transfer from the Alfvén wave to the particles can be
estimated. The power of the wave through a cross section of
the flux tube is given by the wave’s Poynting flux:






where dB is the wave amplitude and S the section of the flux
tube. The power associated with the particles is obtained by
multiplying the energy of the particles by the particle flux.
The flux of downward particles through the cross section S
is conserved during the acceleration process and is given by
the density n times the thermal velocity vth. To compute the
energy of the particle, we estimate it to be the energy acquired
by the particle due to the parallel electric field of the wave
during half a wave period:














Using the expression of the parallel electric field given by
equation (23), the power transmitted to the particles can be
expressed as a function of the wave amplitude dB and then as




























Figure 9. (a) Trajectories of four selected particles. The
acceleration region, shown in gray, corresponds to ∼0.3
RJ. The particles are accelerated both toward Jupiter and
in the opposite direction. (b) Diagnostic of the kinetic
energy of the same particles.
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This equation is given for a particular value of k; to obtain the
total power transfer, it is necessary to integrate over k.
[67] We computed an estimate of the power transmission
to the electrons for the three distributions previously defined.
For the long‐scale distribution, the power transmission to
the particles is 0.05%; for the filamented distributions ( f2)
it reaches 10%, if a Kolmogorov (k
5
3) distribution can be
assumed, and 4% for a k−2 distribution. It is almost 100%
for the short‐scale distribution, even without taking into
account that resonant interactions may exist for such short
wavelengths.
[68] Assuming a power generated at Io of 1012 W and a
filamentation by turbulent processes, we can determine the
power transferred to the electrons, taking into account the
transmission coefficient (50%), as 2 × 1010–5 × 1010 W.
The powers obtained for each distribution are summarized in
Table 2. This power is divided between the particles moving
toward and away from the planet (some of which may pre-
cipitate in the opposite hemisphere). Roughly ∼2 × 1010 W
are available to generate the emissions of the MAW spot (and
of the MAW spot only, other spots being supplied by the
reflected Alfvén wave power). Since the power of the pre-
cipitating particles in the MAW spot is estimated to be a few
1010 W in UV, visible, IR, and radio, we fulfill the energy
requirement.
[69] The 100% efficiency of the short‐scale acceleration
implies that the Alfvén wave packet is completely damped.
Such damping was not taken into account in our estimation
(except by imposing PePw ≤ 1). However, these short waves
may still be completely damped, thus transferring all their
power to the electrons, in particular because the phase
velocity is close to or lower than the electron thermal velocity
for such short waves, and resonant interactions may occur.
Our estimation adds the power transfer from each wavelength
regardless of their phase, which may be an issue. However,
for high electric potentials (me2 ve2), the Alfvén wave packet
steepens toward an electric field spike (implying an in‐phase
acceleration of the electrons) [Hui and Seyler, 1992; Clark
and Seyler, 1999; Swift, 2007]. These spiky structures of
the electric field are responsible for the sharp accelerations
seen in Figure 9.
5.3. Additional Acceleration: Electric Potential
Structures
[70] Electric potential structures have long been observed
in the terrestrial auroral region [Mozer et al., 1980; Carlson
Figure 10. Histograms of the electron energy in the hybrid simulations (numerical code by Swift [2007]
adapted to Jupiter’s case): (a) k? = 6 km; (b) k? = 8 km; (c) k? = 12 km at the top of the Jovian ion-
osphere. Electrons are accelerated toward Jupiter (precipitating) and backward (conjugate) with a power
law distribution. A core of electrons does not precipitate (trapped). (d) Distribution function showing the
beam of electrons resulting of the electron acceleration in Hess et al. [2007b].
Table 2. Summary of the Power Transmission Through the Torus and of the Efficiency of the Power Transmission to the
Particles for Different Distributions of the Alfvén Wave Wavelengths
Distribution Power at Io: 1012W Power Escaping the Torusa




Long scales 17% 0.05% ∼108 W
Filamented (power law) ∼50% 4–10% ∼1010 W
Filamented (Compressional) 90% 100% ∼1012 W
aPower reaching 1 RJ above the Jovian ionosphere.
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et al., 1998; Andersson et al., 2002a, 2002b; Andersson and
Ergun, 2006]. The existence of electric potential structures
in the auroral region above the Io footprint was first observed
by Hess et al. [2007a]. Those authors observed abrupt var-
iations of the parallel velocity of the electrons responsible for
the millisecond radio burst emissions, which are fully con-
sistent with potential jumps. Using continuous observations
over more than 1 h, Hess et al. [2009b] showed that these
potential drops are moving away from Jupiter at the local
speed of sound and are generated near the ionospheric
boundary with a quasi‐period of ∼200 s. Variations of the UV
emissions with similar timescales have been observed by
Bonfond et al. [2007] for the UV Io footprint and by Grodent
et al. [2009] for the UV Ganymede footprint. Additionally,
by studying local perturbations of the drift in frequency of
the millisecond radio bursts Hess et al. [2009a] deduced the
existence of bipolar potential structures. However, as pointed
out by the latter authors, these electric potential structures,
which provide an energy drop of a few hundred eV to the
electrons, are not the primary source of acceleration, since
the measured electron energy above the energy drops is equal
to or larger than their cumulated amplitudes.
[71] A short, but complete, review of the origin of such
potential structures can be found in the work ofChaston et al.
[2007a]. These physical processes involve an intensification
of the parallel electric current due to the Alfvén waves
interaction with other waves or with density cavities. If the
current reaches a given threshold [Block, 1988], it can lead




[72] Comparing the power emitted (from UV to low‐
frequency radio) in the auroral features related to Io with
theoretical models of the power generated at Io gives a
consistent scheme concerning the amplitude and the phase
of variations with respect to the longitude of Io. It is partic-
ularly true in the UV which has the most complete longi-
tudinal coverage. The brightness curve of the MAW spot is
highly correlated to the predicted power profile.
[73] The total precipitated power for the MAW spot from
UV to radio ranges from a few 109 to 1010 W (Table 1). We
compare this with the 1012 W that models give for the total
power generated at Io [Neubauer, 1980; Goertz, 1983; Saur,
2004]. The comparison reveals that the efficiency of the
power transfer from the local magnetic field perturbation in
the Io torus to the auroral emissions must be relatively high
(more than 1%). The models describing the emission pro-
cesses prescribe a theoretical efficiency of the power transfer
from the precipitating particles to the radiation of nearly
10%. This implies that several percent (up to 10%) of the
power generated at Io is converted into the kinetic energy of
the precipitating particles. This puts very hard constraints on
the processes transmitting the power from Io to Jupiter.
[74] The long‐scale waves cannot accelerate particles in
the vicinity of Jupiter since the parallel electric field they
produce is too weak to transfer a large amount of the Alfvén
wave power to the particles. Although several models pre-
dicted strong enough acceleration in the torus by these waves,
Jones and Su [2008], taking into account both the kinetic and
inertial terms, showed that these mechanisms are ineffective.
[75] From a power balance point of view, the Io‐Jupiter
interaction likely involves filamented waves, which accel-
erate particles in Jupiter’s vicinity. When comparing the
power transmitted to the particles predicted by the model
(a few 1010 W) to the amount of power required by the UV
to radio emissions (a few 1010 W) we find a good agreement
(Table 1).
6.2. Particle Energy and Distribution
[76] When dividing the ∼1010 W tranferred to the electrons
(calculated in section 5.2) between each particle (we assume a
hot electron density of 1 cm−3), a mean electron energy of
∼1 keV is found. This value is consistent with the results of
the simulations of Swift [2007] and Hess et al. [2007b], as
well as with the value deduced from observations by Bonfond
et al. [2009] (provided that their results on the tail can be
applied to the main spot as suggested by the similar color
ratios). Thus the high‐latitude acceleration scheme gives
results consistent with the observations.
[77] Concerning the distribution of the particles, the
numerical simulations of Swift [2007] predict a Kappa‐like
distribution, consistent with the distribution of the electrons
deduced by Bonfond et al. [2009] (same remark as above).
On the other hand, the simulations of Hess et al. [2007b]
predict the formation of a beam with an occurrence period
equal to that of the Alfvén wave responsible for particle
acceleration and also for reproducing the dynamic spectra of
the radio short bursts.
[78] The fact that two simulations give two different
results, both of which are consistent with some parts of the
observations, may appear paradoxical. But the difference
between the simulations is mainly the result of the amplitude
of the magnetic perturbations (Alfvén waves) introduced.
The simulation of Swift [2007] uses an amplitude that is
consistent with an Iogenic Alfvén wave filamented through
a Kolmogorov cascade (∼10 nT for a parallel scale near the
electron inertial length). The simulation of Hess et al.
[2007b] uses an amplitude 10 times larger (∼100 nT). Such
large‐amplitude, quasi‐monochromatic Alfvén waves can be
generated by the combination of both an ionospheric reso-
nator and an ionospheric feedback [Lysak and Song, 2003].
As shown by Su et al. [2006], the ionospheric resonator may
select large‐amplitude modes with frequencies consistent
with the occurrence frequency of the radio short bursts. Thus
the two accelerated distributions modeled by Swift [2007]
and Hess et al. [2007b] may coexist and generate different
parts of the auroral emissions.
[79] Moreover, one should note that if we are able to
observe modulations of the radio emissions with a timescale
of few tens of milliseconds, we are not able to do the same
for the UV to IR part of the emissions, partly because of the
longer lifetime of the excited states of the hydrogen mole-
cules and ions. Thus short bursts in the UV to IR range may
exist but are not observable.
[80] Finally, the last argument for the existence of an
acceleration region around 1 RJ above the ionosphere is that
the short radio bursts imply a very low pitch angle dispersion
between the acceleration region and the emission region. This
is not possible if the acceleration occurs near the plasma torus
edges.
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6.3. Antiplanetward Acceleration
[81] The Galileo measurements of the velocity distribution
of electrons in the torus showed the presence of energetic
beams of electrons [Frank and Paterson, 1999; Mauk et al.,
2001]. From the beams’ characteristics the authors deduced
that they are accelerated at high latitudes (near Jupiter).
Moreover, from the variation of position relative to theMAW
UV spot of the TEB UV auroral spot, Bonfond et al. [2008]
showed that the latter spot may be related to electron beams
accelerated in the auroral regions of the opposite hemisphere.
Thus any acceleration process that tries to describe the
acceleration of the electrons at Jupiter must be able to predict
an antiplanetward acceleration at high latitudes. The precip-
itated power on TEBs is estimated to be ∼1010 W [Bonfond
et al., 2008].
[82] The acceleration due to the strong gradient of the
parallel electric field near 1 RJ above the Jovian ionosphere
generates such antiplanetward acceleration. This is confirmed
by both the Swift [2007] and Hess et al. [2007b] models. The
antiplanetward power is found to be ∼1010 W in our com-
putation. The observations of such a beam are strong evi-
dence that the acceleration occurs at high latitude as a result
of this electric field gradient.
7. Conclusion: Io‐Jupiter Interaction Model
[83] The energy source for Io‐generated auroral emissions
at Jupiter is provided by the motion of Io relative to the
magnetic field of Jupiter and the frozen‐in plasma torus. Both
Io’s motion relative to the magnetic field and the plasma flow
perturbations generate an electric field, inducing a current that
ultimately appears as a perturbation of the magnetic field
lines. This perturbation propagates as Alfvén waves that carry
the current along the magnetic field lines toward Jupiter. In
the torus the Alfvén waves are likely filamented, acquiring
shorter wavelengths; ∼50% of the Alfvén wave power is
transmitted through the torus and reaches high latitudes.
Owing to the filamentation, the Alfvén waves reaching high
latitudes have a component with small perpendicular scales.
[84] These short‐scale waves are able to generate a parallel
electric field at ∼1RJ above Jupiter’s ionosphere. The accel-
eration resulting from the parallel electric field leads to a
Kappa distribution of the electrons for the parallel velocities,
with a mean electron energy of ∼1 keV. Additional nonlinear
effects, such as Alfvén ionospheric resonance coupled to the
ionospheric feedback, may amplify some frequencies leading
to electron beams of a few keV whose occurrence are mod-
ulated at the amplified frequency. The power transmitted
from the wave to the electrons reaches some 1010 W. The
accelerated electrons generate the UV, visible, and IR MAW
spot emissions and the radio emissions (both emitting a few
109 W): a radio arc (for the Kappa‐distribution) and the short
radio bursts (for the electron beams). Moreover, the interac-
tion between the Alfvén waves and the ionosphere may lead
to the generation of electric potential drops which move along
the field lines at the speed of sound and add some hundreds of
eV to the precipitating electron energy.
[85] The acceleration resulting from the strong parallel
electric field gradient accelerates electron beams both toward
and away from Jupiter. This effect has been observed in the
numerical simulations [Swift, 2007;Hess et al., 2007b]. These
antiplanetward electrons may generate the electron beams
observed in the torus by the Galileo probe and precipitate in
the opposite hemisphere generating the transhemispheric spot
in UV.
[86] The remaining 50% of the Alfvén wave power, which
has been reflected before the acceleration region, will act the
same way as the primary Alfvén wave packet did; a part will
escape, accelerate particles, and generate auroral emissions.
These reflected waves are then responsible for the RAW
spots. As the reflection does not occur at a given point but
along an extended region, the reflected waves are able to
interfere, the interference pattern becoming more and more
complex at each reflection. This leads to the formation of a
steady state current system in the wake of Io. The tail emis-
sion is thought to be the consequence of this current system
[Ergun et al., 2009; Hill and Vasyliūnas, 2002].
[87] Figure 4 shows a sketch of the morphology of the
Io‐controlled aurorae at Jupiter predicted by the fila-
mented waves model and compares them with the observed
auroral emissions in UV, IR, and radio. The Galileo elec-
tron beam measurements are also indicated. This illustrates
the correspondence between our model predictions and the
observations.
[88] We have elucidated a general model for the transmis-
sion of the power from Io to Jupiter that gives some context to
the detailed study of wave propagation and particle acceler-
ation occurring between Io and Jupiter. This model implies
a filamentation of the Alfvén wave packet in the vicinity of
Io. For filamentation to happen fast enough, i.e., before the
wave packet reaches the torus boundaries, nonlinear pro-
cesses must be involved. This filamentation remains to be
studied in detail. The model we propose can be used as a basis
for more detailed investigations of electron acceleration by
inertial Alfvén waves and can be used as a basis to study
the interactions of other satellites (Europa, Ganymede, or
Enceladus, for example).
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